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the game may be regarded as a part of the post-series with the other handheld final fantasy titles. the main characters for the game are the ragna and co. no prior knowledge of the final fantasy series is required to play the game, but
fans will enjoy the game's story. published by square enix, final fantasy vii remake was released for the playstation 4 in 2017. the playstation 4 version of the game includes revamped graphics, improved lighting, textures, environments,
and a revamped battle system. the game also features a new feature that allows the player to change the gender of the protagonist with four options: male, female, bigender, and transgender. the pc version includes the game's original
release on the playstation as well as updates and new content. the pc version of the game was released through steam in 2018. the pc version of the game was released in 2018 by square enix through steam. the pc version also allows
the player to toggle between 4k (resolution) and standard hd resolutions. the game features a photo mode and includes updated lighting and graphical effects. it also features a collectible item system, giving players rewards for clearing
the game's main missions. this item system was introduced through the game's monster taming system, which enables the player to capture monsters, tame them, and then use them in battle to form monsters of their own. the player

can also use their collected items in battle to create a team of "tamer" monsters. after collecting a tamer, it is possible to then use that monster in battle with other tamed monsters.
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